
to Increase Sales and 
Build Customer Loyalty

How to Optimize Your 
Email Marketing Strategy
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Email has been around for a long time, but it’s still one of the most efficient ways to communicate with your audience. Your customers are on social media, of course, but it’s through their email inbox that you can reach them directly in a more personalized way. Email is especially effective in the retail industry. Retailers all over the world are using email marketing to build loyalty and drive sales.Your email marketing strategy might be a little dusty. In this workshop, we’ll give it the 2019 update! Here’s an overview of what we’ll cover:How to grow your email listHow to keep your subscribers engaged and generates salesHow to update your email communication strategy with the latest trendsExamples of real-life campaignsCommon mistakes to avoidHow to stay CASL compliant at all times



Why retailers should use email 
marketing?



● Consumers want to receive emails from their 
favorite retailers

● Email can increase customer loyalty

● Email can increase sales

● Email is great for staying top of mind

● Email is very inexpensive



How to grow your email list?



1. Crea te  a  loya lty club

2. Ask a ll custom ers if they 
want to  jo in  the  club

3. Welcom e new m em bers 
to  the  club
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This email quickly initiates communication between the store and the new customer. Plus, it immediately rewards the new club member with a 10% discount. Welcome emails are among the most opened and read. People have just visited your store and joined your club – of course they’re going to open the email you just sent them. So don’t wait too long before contacting new members. “Out of sight, out of mind,” as the saying goes!



Organizing contests to reach more people
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Until now, my list of subscribers has comprised customers who visited my store and agreed to join the club. But is there a way to grow the number of subscribers more quickly? Is it possible to add people who don’t yet know my store? It certainly is! One method that works well in retail is contests. Here’s an example: I launch a contest on social media, asking people to complete a form to enter (they must indicate their dream destination for a mountain adventure). To enter, they must also provide their email address and can check a box to join the Mountaineers Club. I’ll formulate the question the same way I would in-store, “Would you like to join our Mountaineers Club to receive special deals, info on new products and expert tips by email?” To comply with Canada’s Anti-Spam Law, it’s important to add to my subscriber list only those who checked the box. Naturally, to get people to enter the contest, the prize needs to be attractive! In my particular example, I could give away an outdoors cooking set to the winner. If you want the contest to have more reach (and scoop up a lot of new club members), you have to motivate people to share the contest with their friends on social media. To achieve this, I need to set up my contest on a specialized platform, such as Woobox. The final ingredient to ensure a successful contest is to invest some money in Facebook ads to launch the promotion. Facebook allows me to set up a radius target (in km) around my store and target people who are interested in mountains, hiking and adventure travel.In the past, this method has enabled me to add thousands of subscribers to newsletters of certain retailers. 
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How to keep your subscribers 
engaged and generates sales?



1. The Newsletter
● Exclusive deals for members on selected products

● Information about new products

● Pro tips and advice 

● Special events

● Anything else that adds value





What about the subject line?

● ̶O ̶c̶t ̶o ̶b ̶e ̶r ̶ ̶2 ̶0 ̶1 ̶9 ̶ ̶N ̶e ̶w ̶s̶l ̶e ̶t ̶t ̶e ̶r ̶

● Identify the most important item and choose a 
subject line accordingly 



2. The Promotional Email

● Promote sales, promotions, events, etc.

● Focus on one call-to-action

● Schedule follow-up emails





3. Suggesting complementary 
products 
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The above plan is a solid one. If you decide to follow it, you’ll be using email better than the vast majority of small businesses. You’ll see a medium and long-term impact on your sales.To take it further, however, another good idea is to send your customers emails suggesting complementary products to them. You can even automate this process. In my hypothetical case, if someone purchases a new tent, I could send them an email proposing one of our most popular mattresses with a special deal. I could automate this type of emails if my point of sale or inventory system can be connected to my email marketing platform (such as Cyberimpact).



A Winning Duo 
For Communicating 
With Your Audience

Video and Email



How t o “ include”  video 
in your  em ails



Wait, but why?

Including video in an email can lead to open rate 
increases of 19% and  click-th rough  ra te  increases 

upwards of 50 pe rcen t! (Cam paign  Monitor)



Embedding HTML5 videos directly in emails
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Yes, you can embed videos in emails, but that not all subscriber can see them. It all depends on whether or not an email client, like Gmail, Hotmail or Outlook, can support the more recent video format, HTML5.If HTML5 is supported, it will play within the email itself. If it's not supported, subscribers should see what's called a "fallback image," which is a still image that looks like a video. It links subscribers to another website where the video can be played.That is something that Wistia offers as well. They provide a code that you embed in your email and that code takes care of the fallback image.



Limited support...for now
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You'll notice there aren't too many clients that support HTML5. You can try to pull it off if the technical challenge is not an obstacle for you team. Wistia has this feature by the way. But if you want people to leave their email client (ie go to your website), you should consider another option.



Simply using an image with a link
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Let people know there’s a video (subject line, email text, play button on a thumbnail).Choose an enticing thumbnail from your video to include in your email (hint: friendly faces attract clicks).Link that thumbnail to a page on your website.Keep the number of calls-to-action limited.Super simple, still effective, and great to send people a URL of your choice (where the video is embedded).



Adding motion to your email with GIFs

Airbnb
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Let’s settle the debate; do you say gif or gif?Works the same as a static image, only with movement that allows to give readers a “taste” of your video, and really entice them to click to watch to whole thing.The one thing to remember is that file size matters. GIFs won’t animate in an email until all of the frames are loaded, so larger file sizes can create a subpar experience. If you’re lucky, an oversized GIF might pause on the first frame. Conversely, it could appear completely blank. As a rule of thumb, email GIFs should be under 125K.



Adding motion to your email with GIFs

Harley-Davidson
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Very subtle! But it does make you want to click, doesn’t it?



on Autopilot!

Put Your Email 
Marketing 



What is marketing 
automation?
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Let’s break it down. The word automation means that something is done automatically, without continuous input from the operator. In our case, it would mean emails being sent automatically based on conditions, and triggers. Once you’ve set your parameters for a certain scenario, everything is done automatically, without your input!



Welcome Emails
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Courriel ouvert ou nonLien cliqué ou non



Welcome emails
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Let’s look at examples “in the wild” of automated emails that make use of video...A welcome email is the first impression a company makes with a new customer, blog subscriber, or newsletter subscriber via email.Welcome emails are incredibly effective: on average, 320% more revenue is attributed to them on a per email basis than other promotional emails. Imagine when you add the power of video that.So invest in your welcome emails. It’s the easiest and simplest automation to set up.



Onboarding emails
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Onboarding emails are very close to welcome emails, but their goal is precisely to teach users how to achieve their goal.The effective use of video in your onboarding emails can result in more clicks, engagement, and a quicker path to people’s aha moment.At Cyberimpact, we identified three crucial steps that all new users need to take in order for them to eventually convert to  paid customer; importing a contact list, creating a template and sending a campaign. So we share tutorials with new users on how to do these steps. How do we keep reach users when they are not loggedin? By email. We also make sure to make the sequence smart, by only sending the tutorials if the users has not completed the step in question. 



Exam ples of  good em ails in t he 
food indust ry
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Maple relies on a set of templates, which means the brand doesn’t waste time reinventing the wheel when designing each message. The brand maintains a uniform look by always employing the same header, font and image style, and HTML background color pattern (white content blocks, on top of a light gray “border”).Another example (trimmed) below shows that a photo collage is a smart way to display stunning images with text and avoid the pitfalls of a single-image email.
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Very good use of a GIF
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Seasonal themes are very important for you. Inspire people to eat well, and to cook!
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Get to know your clients and subscribers. Ask them questions and segment your list. 



● Sending a single image 

● Not sending enough emails

● No Personalization or Segmentation

● Not sharing useful content, only sales messages

Common Mistakes



How to be CASL compliant



Demystifying CASL
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CASL was put into place to protect Canadians from spam while ensuring that businesses can continue to compete in the global marketplace. It applies to all commercial electronic messages sent to an electronic address: Email, instant messaging and social media. And it’s not to punish small business owners. It’s really to help rectify instances where businesses are not using good business practices. We’ll go into more details in a few minutes.  The main massage to retain today is “Don’t panic!”.  CASL is not meant to discourage small business owners from doing email marketing at all, that’s not the goal. Email marketing still remains the most cost-effective marketing strategy for small businesses. So we encourage you the use of email marketing. Bottom line is that the law is meant to reinforce good practices that were already being used. 
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JL-Explain different types of consents. Express consent: Verbal agreement: Make sure to record converstations. It can’t be just a titbit of the converstation. It has to be the entire converstation. Generally this would address companies who do telemarketing for instance. Electronic Proof:This is the most common one. Subscribe to your mailing letter through a subscription form on your website or on facebook.It’s important to keep all the documentation for each consentCyberimpact does all of this automatically for youAB- Is electronic proof the best type of consent?  JL-Yes because it’s a lot easier to have everything ready to print if ever you get audited by the government than to find a piece of paper that is somewhere in the bottom of your filing cabinet.  All three are valid but electronic proof is a lot easier to manage. Specially if you’re using a tool like Cyberimpact.  Written proof:For example you organize an in-store contest, or a booth in a trade show. And on paper you have a check-box where people can choose to subscribe to your email list. To receive commercial electronic messages. You conserve each sheet of paper as proof or scan it. With express consents there are no time limits. You can communicate with them as much as you want unless the person decides to unsubscribe. This is the ideal type of consent.  Is electronic proof the best type of consent?  Yes because it’s a lot easier to have everything ready to print if ever you get audited by the government than to find a piece of paper that is somewhere in the bottom of your filing cabinet.  All three are valid but electronic proof is a lot easier to manage. Specially if you’re using a tool like Cyberimpact.   
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Purchases or contracts: The most common one is the purchase or contract you have 24 months after a purchase or the end of a contract to continue sending commercial electronic messages.For example if there’s a customer you are always in contact with, everytime they make a purchase that 24 month period resets itself. Request for info or quote- 6 monthsBusiness cards and publicly posted email addresses- We’ll cover those later in more depthAB- With the changes happening on July 1st, again there is a lot of false information posted online, some people are wondering if implied consents still be valid? Or will we only be allowed to send commercial electronic messages to people from whom we have received express consents?The answer is that implied consents will still be valid, we’ll cover that a little later.Your main goal for the implied consent is to transform it into an express consent. 



Your obligations when sending commercial emails
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AB-Not only does the law dictate who you are allowed to send emails to. It also dictates what you are allowed to send.  We’ll go through the different components now:The subject line must describe the content of the email, or if you want to be creative it has to have a logical link between the subject and the content. For example, if you are sending an email to promote your new product, It can’t say , Here’s a picture of my new puppy. These are just good business practices when it comes down to it. It’s just making it official.



Your obligations when sending commercial emails
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JL-You must properly identify yourself.  The easiest way to do this is to just insert your logo. It has to obvious that the email is from your business. That’s why you’ll see that with Cyberimpact, most of our models have a spot in the header for you to insert your own logo. Again, this is just a good business practice, you want people who are subsribed to your mailing list to have an easy time recognizing you and your brand. It’s to your advantage. 



Your obligations when sending commercial emails
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With Cyberimpact, when you set up your account settings you can just input your info and the system automatically inserts it in the email footer. As a safety, the systme won’t let you send an email if your contact information hasn’t been entered. Plus the more channels your give your clients to contact  you, the better. We all know that in business, we need to be accomodating. If people don’t know how to reach you it doesn’t instill confidence in your clients. It’s all common sense. Sometimes sole proprioters if they don’t have an actual physical office, do they still have to enter an address.  Yes you do. If your business address is your home address you have to indicate it. Unless of course you have a PO box, then you can indicate that.



Your obligations when sending commercial emails
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Last but not least, your email needs to contain a valid unsubscribe link in the footer.. Where people can retreive their consent at any time. Ther link must be valid for 60 days minimum and if someone clicks it you have 10 business days to comply and unsubribe the person in question.  So essentially the law gives you a 10 day buffer. With Cyberimpact it’s done automatically. This is only for the folks who are doing this manually, throught Outlook for example. The CRTC really keeps an eye on this. It’s a big no  no.



Try Cyberimpact!

CFIB.ca/Cyberimpact
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Questions ?
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